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PROPAGATION ESTIMATES
FOR SCHRODINGER-TYPE OPERATORS

BY

ARNE JENSEN1

ABSTRACT. Propagation estimates for a Schrodinger-type operator are ob-

tained using multiple commutator techniques. A new method is given for

obtaining estimates for powers of the resolvent. As an application, micro-local

propagation estimates are obtained for two-body Schrodinger operators with

smooth long-range potentials.

1. Introduction. In this paper we obtain results on propagation properties for

Schrodinger operators. We first give results in an abstract setting, and then use

these results to derive micro-local propagation estimates for two-body Schrodinger

operators with smooth long-range potentials. The abstract results generalize those

in [11]. A new technique is introduced to obtain these generalizations.1

A propagation estimate for a Schrodinger operator H is an estimate of the form

(1.1) \\Xe-UHg(H)Y\\ < C»*(i).

Here g is a smooth function with compact support contained in the absolutely

continuous spectrum of 77. The operators X, Y localize in appropriate regions of

phase space. The choice of X and Y depends on the physics of the problem at

hand. X and Y can depend on t (see [4]), but we do not consider such results here.

The estimate (1.1) may be one-sided or two-sided, depending on the choice of X

and Y. In most cases we have $(£) = (1 + |i|)_s, s > 0.

Propagation estimates have played a crucial role in recent results on iV-body

Schrodinger operators (see e.g. [2, 5, 15, 16]).

Here we obtain estimates (1.1) from resolvent estimates (R(z) — (H — z)~l)

(1.2) \\XR(z)lY\\ < ci

using Fourier analysis (cf. [19]). q is uniform in z for Re 2 in bounded intervals

of the absolutely continuous spectrum of 77 and Im z ^ 0 with restrictions on the

sign for one-sided estimates.

In the abstract setting, estimates (1.2) are obtained using the commutator

method developed by Mourre [12-16]. To state the results, let 77 be a selfad-

joint operator in a Hilbert space M, and let 4 be another selfadjoint operator which

is conjugate to 77 at E G R [13]. The essential condition for 4 to be conjugate to

77 is the Mourre estimate

(1.3) EH(J)i[H, A\EH(J) > aE„(J) + K.
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Here a > 0, J = (E — S,E + 6), K is compact on M, and Eh is the spectral measure

of 77. We also need some smoothness of 77 with respect to 4 (see Definition 3.1).

As operators X, Y we use powers of p — (1 + 42)-1/2 and the spectral projections of

4 for (—oo, 0) and (0, oo), denoted P^ and Pj[, respectively. The main results can

be stated as follows (see Theorem 3.10): For g G G0x>(J\crp(77)), s > 0, 0 < p' < p,

we have for ±t > 0

(1.4) \\p-sP}le-UHg(H)ps+^[ < c(l + |t|)-"'.

For si, s2 G R, N > 0, we have for ±t > 0

(1.5) \\p^Pje-itHg(H)P±p°*\\<c(l + \t\)-N.

We derive (1.4) and (1.5) from the following resolvent estimates. 7 C J \ op(H)

denotes a relatively compact interval.

(a/) For s > I - 1/2, Re 2 G 7 and Imz ^ 0

\\psR(z)lps[\<Cl.

(bf) For s > I - 1/2, Rez G 7 and Tlmz > 0

||p'-5P±72(a)y||<c;.

(cf) For si,S2 G R, Rez G 7 and ±Im2 > 0

\\^PjR(z)lP^^\\<cl.

Estimates of this type were previously obtained in [11]. There (b*) were proved

for s > I without the left factor pl~3, and (c^) were proved for si = s2 = 0.

The estimates (a(), (bf) and (cf) axe natural resolvent estimates in the sense

that they follow from the same estimates with 1 = 1. This observation is the key to

our new approach to the resolvent estimates (see Lemma 2.1). Thus the problem

is reduced to the / = 1 case, (ai) was proved in [13, 20], and special cases of

(bf), (cf) in [16] by Mourre. Our proofs of the general (bf), (cf) use results and

techniques from [11, 16, 17].

In §4 we obtain micro-local estimates for a two-body Schrodinger operator with

a smooth long-range potential,

H = -A + V   inH = L2(Rn).

With 4 = (2i)~l(x ■ V + V ■ x) the estimates (1.4), (1.5) hold. We then show how

to replace p by (x)~l = (1 + a;2)-1/2 and P^ by phase space localizations given by

pseudo-differential operators (see §4 for precise statements).

Micro-local estimates for R(z) were obtained in [9] by Isozaki and Kitada, using

the calculus of pseudo-differential operators. They gave results on e~ltH in [10]

using Fourier integral operators. Recently, Isozaki [8] gave micro-local estimates

for R(z)1 using the calculus of pseudo-differential operators and an approach similar

to our Lemma 2.1.

The idea of relating P^ to phase space localizations is due to Mourre [14], He

gave further results and applications in [15, 16], and in particular constructed a

sufficiently large family of conjugate operators. We use this result in the proof of

our Theorem 4.5.
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The abstract results can be applied to A^-body Schrodinger operators with

smooth long-range two-body potentials. Applications to these operators will be

given elsewhere.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. The author wishes to thank E. Mourre for fruitfil dis-

cussions, and for his permission to use [17].

2. Estimates for powers of an operator. This section contains results on

estimates for powers of an operator obtainable from estimates for the operator to

the first power. An important aspect of the results is the explicit control over the

constants in the estimates.

Let R be a bounded operator on a Hilbert space U. For / > 1, 7?' is the Ith

power as usual. Let p be a bounded selfadjoint operator. We assume p~l > 1 for

simplicity and define p" for any s G R using the functional calculus. For s < 0,

ps may be unbounded. For any bounded operator X, the statement Xps (or psX)

bounded means that this densely defined operator extends to a bounded operator

on M. For s G R we use the notation (s)+ = max{0, s}.

LEMMA 2.1. Let R,p,P+ and P- be bounded operators on U. Assume p self-

adjoint with p~x > 1, P+ + P- = 1 and that the following four estimates hold for

some Co > 0, 0 < o < 1 and integer n> a:

(ax) [\p"Rp"\[<co.
(bx) ||p1-aJP_i2ps|| < c0 for tr < s < n.

(bf) yRP+p1-3]] < cq for o < s < n.

(ci) \\p-SlP-RP+p-s*\\ <c0 for sus2 GR with (si)+ + (s2)+ <n-l.

Then for any integer I > 1, I < n+ 1 — tj, the following estimates hold:

(a() \\pl-1+aRlpl-1+a\\ <2'c0.

(bf) ||/!>'-sP_ ir>s II < 2lcl0 forl-l+a<s<n.

(bf) \\psRlP+pr-'i < 2lcl0 forl-l+o<s<n.

(a) \[p-SlP-RlP+p-S2\\ < 2lcl0 for si,s2 G R with (Sl)+ + (s2)+ < n - I.

PROOF. The idea of the proof is to insert 1 = P++P- between the factors in 7?'

and write P_ = ptp~iP-, P+ = P+p~TpT. It is then a matter of bookkeeping to get

the conditions on / and s,si,s2. The most convenient way to carry out the proof

is by induction, showing that (a;_i), (b^J, (c;_i) imply (a;), (bf), (c/). Let us

give the start of this argument. Assume the / — 1 estimates hold and I < n+l—cr.

To prove (a() we write

pi-i+„ Rl pl-l+a = pl-l+aRl-l,p+ + p_}Rpl-l+v

= (pl-l+0Rl~-lP+P~°)(p<'Rpl-1+a)

+ (pl-l+oRl-1pl-2+°)(p1-V-l+°)p_Rpl-l+°)

= A1A2 + B1B2.

Since -a = (l-l) - (1-1 + rr), (bf_x) with s = l-l + o implies 4i bounded with

Mill < 2i_1c0_1. The assumptions on p imply ||ps|| < ||pCT|| for any s > b, so (ai)

implies ||42|| < Co- Similarly (ai_i) implies \\Bi\\ < 2'_1c0_1. The result (bx) with

s = I — l+tj>cj(s<n by the assumption on /) implies ||7?2|| < c0. Combining

these results we obtain (a;).

The remainder of the proof is similar, and is omitted.    □
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The following lemma is used to obtain continuity of boundary values. It gives a

general result on estimates for the difference of powers of two commuting operators.

LEMMA 2.2. Let Ri,R2,p,P+ and P_ be bounded operators on )i. Assume

RiR2 = R2R1, p selfadjoint with p~x > 1, and P+ + P- — 1. Assume that 7?i, R2

satisfy (ai), (bx), (ci) in Lemma 2.1 with the same constants o,co,n, and that

7?i — R2 satisfies (ai), (bf), (ci) with a, n, and a constant Co denoted d here. Then

the following estimates hold for I > 1, I < n+ 1 — 0:
(Aj) [\pl-l+a(R\ - i4y-1+<7|| < d ■ I ■ 2l+1 ■ Cq"1.

(Bf) [[pl'sP-(R[-Rl2)ps[[ < d ■ I ■ 2<+1c0_1 forl-l+o-<s<n.

(Bf) \\ps(R[ - Rl2)P+pl-s[\ <dl- 2'+1c0-1 for I - 1 + 0 < s < n.

(Cj) \\p-SlP-(R[ - Rl2)P+p-s* || <dl- 2;+1c0-1 for sus2 G R with (Sl)+ +

(s2)+ <n-l.

PROOF. The idea of the proof is to use the identity

1-1

R\- R2 = (fli - A2) • 2^flifl2    3

and insert 1 — P_ + P+ between factors 7?i, R2 in the above identity. It is then

straightforward to obtain (A;), (Bf) and (C;) using Lemma 2.1. Details of the

computation are omitted.    □

3.  Estimates for powers of the resolvent of a selfadjoint operator. In

this section we obtain estimates of the type (ai), (bf) and (ci) in Lemma 2.1 for the

resolvent of a selfadjoint operator, and thus estimates for powers of the resolvent.

These results generalize those in [11]. We use some results and techniques from

[11, 13, 16, 17], and shall briefly recall some definitions and results from these

papers.

Let 77 be a selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space h with domain D(H). Eh

denotes the spectral measure of 77. Un denotes the completion of vectors satisfying

/oo (l + A2r/2d||7?„(A)V>||2<oo.
-00

The space M+2 is the domain D(H) with the graph norm, and )i-2 can be identified

with the dual of H+2 via the inner product on M.

DEFINITION 3.1. A selfadjoint operator 4 is said to be conjugate to H at

E G R, and 77 is said to be n-smooth with respect to 4, if the following conditions

are satisfied:

(a) V(A) n D(H) is dense in U+2.
(b) eieA maps 2(77) into V(H), and supp^ [[HeieAij)\[ < 00 for each tp G D(H).

(cn) The form 2 [77,4], defined on D(A) n D(H), is bounded from below and clos-

able. The selfadjoint operator associated with its closure is denoted iB\. Assume

D(Bi) D D(H). If n > 1, assume for j = 2,3, ...,n that the form i[iBj-i,A],

defined on D(H) n V(A), is bounded from below and closable. The associated

selfadjoint operator is denoted iBj, and D(Bj) D V(H) is assumed.

(dn) The form i[Bn, 4], defined on D(A) D D(H), extends to a bounded operator

from M+2 to U-2.
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(e) There exist a > 0, 8 > 0, and a compact operator K on U such that

EH^iBiEntJ) > aEH(J) + EH(J)KEH(J),

whexeJ = (E-6,E + 6).
The interval J is called the interval of conjugacy. If (c„) holds for all integers

n > 1, 77 is said to be oo-smooth with respect to 4.

This definition for n = 1 was introduced by Mourre [13]. For n > 1 is was given

in [11]. The condition (cn) essentially means that the map 8 h-> el6AHe~l6A from

R to B()i+2, X) (the bounded operators from U+2 to U) is Gn in norm.

Existence of a conjugate operator 4 to 77 at E G R implies that the point

spectrum op(77) of 77 is discrete in J [13]. If 7 C J \ op(H) is relatively compact,

we have with p—(l + 42)-1/2, s > 1/2, the a priori estimate (R(z) = (77 - z)~l)

(3-1) \\psR(z)Ps\[<c

for z with Rez G 7, lmz ^ 0 [13, 20]. In particular, 77 has no singular continuous

spectrum in J.

Further results on 77 and 4 were given in [16]. We recall some needed below.

Assume 4 is conjugate to 77 at E G R, and 77 is 1-smooth w.r.t. 4. Let P\ (Pa)

denote the spectral projections for 4 for (0,oo) ((-oo,0)). Let \n = X[n,n+i)(^)

denote the spectral projection for [n, n+1), n an integer. The following three results

are proved in [16]. Let 7 C J \ op(H) be relatively compact.

(3-2) \\XnR(z)Xm[[  < C

for Re z G 7, Im z ^ 0, n, m G Z with c independent of n, m. For s > 1

(3-3) \\P2R(z)p'\\<c

for Re 2 G 7, ±Imz > 0. Assume furthermore that 77 is 2-smooth w.r.t. 4. Then

(3-4) ||fllfl(2)fl±||<c

for Re z G 7, ±Im 2 > 0.

In this section we first prove extensions of (3.3) and (3.4) which are natural in

view of Lemma 2.1.

THEOREM 3.2. Assume A conjugate to 77 at E G R, and 77 n-smooth with

respect to A for some n>2. Let J be the interval of conjugacy, and let I C J\op(H)

be a relatively compact interval. Then for s\,s2 G R with (si)+ + (^2)+ < n — 1

the estimate

(3.5) \\p-^P*R(z)P±p-a*\\<c

holds for all z with Rez E I, ±Im2 > 0. Boundary values for z — X ± ie —> X-± iO

as e 10 exist and are Holder continuous.

REMARK 3.3. Precisely stated, (3.5) means that the quadratic form

q(f,g) = (p-aif,PA-R(z)Ptp-S29)

defined on D(p~Sl) x P(p~S2), satisfies the estimate \q(f,g)[ < c\\f[[ • ||g||, and thus

extends to a bounded quadratic form on # x M. The associated operator is denoted

p-°iPXR(z)Ptp-°*.
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PROOF. For si,S2 < 0 the result is a consequence of (3.4). Assume Si,s2 > 0.

The proof is an extension of the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [11]. Using the operators

Bj from Definition 3.5(c„), we define

Cn(e) = Y,£-B3.
i=i J'

Assume Re2 G 7, Im2 > 0. By [11, Lemma 3.1], the operator

Gz(e) = (H-z + Cn(s)r1

is bounded for 0 < e < Eq. Furthermore, on V(A) (norm-derivative)

(3.6) j-Gz(e) = \G,(e),A] + %Gz(e)[Bn, A]Gz(e).

Consider for 0 < e < So the family

Fz(e) = p-^e£APAGz(e)P+e^Ap-^

of bounded operators. Compute the weak derivative using (3.6):

±Fz(e) = p-^e^APX[A,Gz(e)]P+e-£Ap-^

+ p~'^APX ([Gz(s),A] + ~Gz(e)[Bn,A]Gz(e^j P+e~eAp-a'

= ^p-°iesAPA-Gz(e)[Bn,A}Gz(e)P+e-6Ap-a*.

We now use the estimate ||(77 + i)G2(e)|| < c/e from [11] and the obvious estimates

\\p-aieeAPX\\ < ce"Sl and ||P|e-£^/9-52|| < ce_S2 together with (dn) in Definition

3.1 to get

4-Fz(e)   <cen-Sl-S2"2.

The condition si + S2<n-l implies n — «i — s2 — 2 > — 1, and hence integrability.

The result (3.5) now follows as in [11]. Existence and Holder continuity of boundary

values also follows as in [11].    □

The following lemma gives a straightforward extension of the well-known Hardy

inequality. I2 = I2 (N) is the usual sequence space.

LEMMA 3.4. Let s > 1/2. The map T: I2 -> I2 defined by T(an) = (bn),
bn = n~s Ylm=i mSlam, is a bounded operator.

PROOF. For s — 1 the result follows from Hardy's inequality [6]. The result for

s > 1 follows from the s = 1 result, since

n n

n~a  X/ mS~lam    < n_1   XJ  lflml'
m=l m=l

The proof for 1/2 < s < 1 can be obtained by modifying the proof in [6]. Details

are omitted.    □

The idea of using Hardy's inequality to prove the following result in the s = 1

case is due to Mourre [17].
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THEOREM 3.5. Let A be conjugate to H at E G R, and H n-smooth with

respect to A for some n > 2. Let J be the interval of conjugacy, and let I C J\op(H)

be a relatively compact interval.  Then for 1/2 < s < n we have

(3.7) \\p'R(z)P^p1-a\\<c

for Re 2 G 7, ±Im2 > 0. For any s' < s boundary values of psR(X ± ie)PAbp1~s'

as e I 0 exist and are Holder continuous.

PROOF. Consider first Im2 > 0. Let g G D(pl~s).

paR(z)P+p1-ag = paP+R(z)PXp1-s9 + paP^R(z)PiPl-ag.

Since s < n, (s - 1)+ < n - 1, and Theorem 3.2 implies

||/>^fl(2)fl>1-sr7||<C||g||.

Thus we have to consider the first term. Let / G M and Xn = X[n,n+\)(A).

oo

(3.8) (f,paP+R(z)P+p1-ag) = J2(psXnf,XnR(z)PAhP1-s9)-
n=0

We write

XnR(z)PXp1-sg = XnR(z)xio,n+i)(A)p1-ag

+ XnR(z)X[n+l,oc)(A)p1~Sg.

The first term in (3.9) is written as

n

XnR(z)X[0,n+l)(A)p1~Sg =  £ XnR(z)XmP1~Sg-

m=0

By Mourre's result (3.2) and llx™/'1-"'?!! < c(m+ l)s_1||xm!7||, we have
n

(3.10) \\XnR(z)x[o,n+i)(A)p1-ag\\<c^2(m + l)a-1\\xmgl
m=0

To estimate the second term in (3.9) we first consider 1/2 < s < 1. In this case px~a

is bounded, and we can estimate XnA(z)X[n+i,oo)(4) using Mourre's observation

[16] that A — n—1 is conjugate to 77 at E G R with the same a in Definition 3.1(e)

as for 4. Thus (3.4) implies

(3-11) ||Xnfl(*)X[n+l,oo)f4)ll<C

with c independent of n. Thus in the case 1/2 < s < 1, the second term in (3.9) is

estimated by c • [\g\\ with c independent of n. Using (3.10) and Lemma 3.4, we can

estimate the expression in (3.8):

\(f,paP+R(z)P+pl-°g)\
oo n oo

< c ■ £ iixn/ii(n+i)-s x>+lrixmffii+cii9ii x>+irsiix«/n
n=0 m=0 ra=0

/ oo \ 1/2     / oo \ !/2

<C     £HXn/H2 ■      EM2
\n=0 / \n=0 /

(oo \ V2      / oo \ V2

n=0 / \n=0 /

<c||/||-N|.

This estimate proves (3.7) for 1/2 < s < 1.
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Assume now 1 < s < n. In this case (3.10) is still valid, but (3.11) must be

replaced by a different estimate. Since 0<s-l<n—1, we have from Theorem

3.2 with 4 — n — 1 as the conjugate operator,

XnR(z)x[n+i,oo)(A)p1-sg = {X„P7-„-i*(*)i2-„-i(l + (A-n- l)2)'-1*/2}

• {(1 + (4 - n - l)2)-(a-0/2(1 + A2^s-l)/2gy

The first factor in {• • •} is bounded with norm bounded by an n-independent con-

stant. The second factor has a norm bounded by c(n + l)s_1. Thus we get

(3.12) \\xnR(z)Xln+i,oo)(A)p1-ag\\ < c(n + l)-1^.

Using (3.10) and (3.12) we get
oo n

\(f,paP+R(z)P+p1-ag)\<c'£\\xnf\\(n+l)-aJ2(^ + ^r~l\\Xmg\\
n=0 m=0

oo

+ c||g||£HXn/ll(n+l)-s(n + ir1
n=0

<c\\f\\-\\g\\.

This estimate completes the proof of (3.7) in the case 1 < s < n.

The last statement of the theorem follows by interpolation, if one notes that

paR(z)Pfxpa is Holder continuous in z for s > 1/2 (see [11]). The lmz < 0 result

is proved similarly.    □

Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, (3.1), and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 lead to extensions of the

results of [11]. An important new feature is the explicit control of the constants

in the power estimates obtained from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. Since these results are

obvious from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, they will not be repeated below.

THEOREM 3.6. Let A be conjugate to 77 at E G R, and 77 n-smooth with

respect to A for some n>2. Let J be the interval of conjugacy, and let I C J\ap(H)

be a relatively compact interval. Then the following estimates hold for the resolvent

R(z) = (H - z)-1 forl<l<n:
(i) For I — (1/2) < Sj, j — 1,2, there exists c — c(si,s2,l) such that for all z

with Re 2 G 7, Im ^ 0

||/»,1J2(*)Va||<c.

(ii) For I — (1/2) < s < n there exists c = c(s, I) such that for all z with Rez £ I,

±lmz>0
\\paR(z)lP±pl-a\\<c.

(iii) For s\,s2 G R with (si)+ + (s2)+ < n - I, there exists c = c(si,s2,l) such

that for all z with Rez £ I, ±Imz > 0

\\p-**P2R(z)lPAtp-°'\\<c.

(iv) In (i) and (iii) boundary values exist and are Holder continuous. In (ii)

boundary values exist and are Holder continuous if pl~s is replaced by pl~s with

s' < s.

PROOF. The results (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from (3.1), (3.5), (3.7) and Lemma

2.1 (with o > 1/2). To prove (iv) we use the same estimates and Lemma 2.2 (in case

(ii) with a straightforward modification to take into account pl~s with s' < s).    D
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REMARK 3.7. Using the notation pSlR(X ± iO)pS2 etc. to denote the boundary

values for I — 1, we have the following results:

/  . \l-i

\im pSlR(X ± ie)lp32 = \-tA      pSlR(X ± i0)p°2,

Km//fl(A ± ie)lPtp1-*' = (^)      psR(X ± iO)P±pl-°',

/  > \ (-1

]imp-'*P2R(\ ± i£)lP^p-S2 = (^ J      p-aiP%R(X ± iO)P^p-S2

with the appropriate restrictions on X,si,s2,s and s' from Theorem 3.6.   The

convergence is in operator norm on B()i).

The resolvent estimates in Theorem 3.6 lead to propagation estimates of the type

discussed in the Introduction. To derive them, we need the following lemma. The

first result is well known [13, 19]. Results similar to the second part have been

given in [15, 16]. The simple proof given here is new.

LEMMA 3.8. Let n> 1 be an integer. Let A and H satisfy (a), (b) and (c„) in

Definition 3.1. Let g G G03C(R).

(i) For \s\ < n, the operator p~sg(H)ps is bounded.

(ii) For si,s2 G R with (si)+ + (s2)+ < n, the operators p~SlPA7g(H)P\p~S2

and p~SlP^g(H)PAp~S2 are bounded.

PROOF. For the proof of (i), see [13, 19]. Let adA(g(H)) = [A,g(H)\, and let
ad^(g(77)) denote the ra-fold commutator. Part (i) implies that ad^(<7(77)) extends

to a bounded operator on U. It suffices to prove (ii) for si,s2 > 0. Assume further

that si + «2 < n. For e > 0, consider the family of bounded operators

F(e) - p-^e^PXgWP+e-^p-*2.

This family is weakly G°° w.r.t. e on a dense set in U (e.g. take the G°°-vectors

for 4). Take the nth weak derivative on this set to get

(^)"F{£) = p-SleeAP^A(9(H))Ple-eAp-s*-

Estimate as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 to get

\{iTF^\\-ce~31~S3-

Since si + s2 < n, the result follows by integration.    □

REMARK 3.9. The lemma holds under the assumption that ad^(g(fl)) is

bounded for j = 1,2,..., n, and the operator norms can be estimated by the sum

of the norms of ad^(<?(77)), j = 1,2,... ,n.

The resolvent estimates in Theorem 3.6 lead to propagation estimates for e~ltH.

We state these results below in case 77 is oo-smooth with respect to 4. Results

for finite n-smoothness are readily obtainable from Theorem 3.6 (see [11] for some

results of this type). Part (i) of the following theorem was obtained in [11] and

is included here for the sake of completeness. Part (ii) generalizes results in [11].

Part (iii) was not given in [11].
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THEOREM 3.10. Let A be conjugate to H at E G R, and let H be co-smooth

with respect to A. Let J denote the interval of conjugacy. The following estimates

hold for any jeC0°°(J\ crp(77)):
(i) For 0 < s' < s

\\pae-itHg(H)pa\\<c(l-r\t\)-a',       teR.

(ii) For s > 0, 0 < p! < p

\\p-sP}Te-itHg(H)ps+»\\ < c(l + |i|)-"\ ± t > 0.

(iii) For si,s2 G R, N > 0:

\\p-s>Pje-*Hg(H)P±p-S2\\ < c(l + [t\)~N, ±t>0.

PROOF. For the proof of (i), see [11]. To prove (ii), we first note [19] for ±t > 0

(3.13) e-*tHg(H) = lxm(l2J-{uy_1J ^ dXe~^R(X±te)lg(H).

Let g G Cq°(J\op(H)), [a,b] D supp(g), and ai < a <b <bi, [ai,6i] C J\op(H).

We need the following estimates to prove (ii) for t > 0 (s > 0, / > 1):

(3.14) \\p-sP}-R(X + is)lg(H)ps+l\\<c,        Ag^A],

(3.15) \\p-sPA-R(X + i£)lg(H)ps+l\\<c(l + [X[)-1,        AGR\[a,,6,].

The estimate (3.14) follows for s,l > 0, from Theorem 3.6(h) and Lemma 3.8(i).

The estimate (3.15) follows using Remark 3.9. The results (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15)

imply for t > 0
\\p-sPXe-ltHg(H)ps+l\\ < c(l + [t\)~l+1

for s > 0, I > 1. The result (ii) now follows by interpolation. The t < 0 case is

proved similarly.

To prove (iii) we first assume t > 0 and note that it suffices to consider si, s2 > 0.

We need to prove

(3.16) \\p-^PAR(X + i£)lg(H)P+p-S2\\<c,        Xe[ai,h},

(3.17) ||p-SlP^7i!(A + ze)'(?(77)P+p-S2||<c(l + |A|)-',        AGR\[a1,61].

To prove (3.16) we write

p-°iPXR(X + i£)lg(H)P+p-S2

= (p-s>PA-R(X + is)lp»>+l)(p-s>-lPA-g(H)P+p-S2)

+ (p-^PXR(X + ie)lPXp-S2)(pS2g(H)p-32P+).

The estimate now follows from Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.8. The estimate (3.17)

follows from Remark 3.9 and straightforward computations. Result (iii) for t > 0

now follows from (3.13), (3.16) and (3.17) using interpolation. The t < 0 result is

proved similarly.    □

4. Micro-local estimates for two-body Schrodinger operators. In this

section we use the results of §3 to obtain micro-local estimates for powers of the

resolvent of a two-body Schrodinger operator. Before discussing two-body oper-

ators in detail, we note that the results in §3 can be applied to general TV-body

Schrodinger operators with smooth long-range potentials.
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We consider Schrodinger operators 77 = 77o+V on M = L2(Rn). Here flo = -A,

V is a real-valued function, V G C°°(Rn), and

(4.1) \d2V(x)\<ca(l + \x\)-e-M

for some e > 0 and all multi-indices a. It is well known that 77 has no positive

eigenvalues (see [21]). For an interval J = (a, b), 0 < a < b < oo, a conjugate

operator is the generator of dilations 4 = (2i)~1(x • V + V • a;). Furthermore, 77

is oo-smooth with respect to 4 due to (4.1). For details of the verification of the

conditions in Definition 3.1, see e.g. [11]. Let p = (1 + 42)"1/2 and let P\ (P7)

denote the spectral projections of 4 for (0, oo) ((-co, 0)). Then Theorem 3.6 holds

for 77 and 4.

The micro-local estimates are obtained by replacing the P\f localizations by

phase-space localizations given by pseudo-differential operators (ipdo's). The results

are stated for powers of the resolvent R(z) = (H — z)~l. Results for e~ltH follow

as in the proof of Theorem 3.10, and will not be stated separately. A few facts

on tpdo's are given below. Details and proofs of some lemmas can be found in the

appendix.

LetpGG°°(R2") satisfy

(4-2) [d«dlp(x,O\<ca0(x)-^(t:)-W,

where (x) = (1+a;2)1'2. Let S(Rn) denote the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing

functions. For / G 5(Rn) the pseudo-differential operator P with symbol p is

defined by

(4.3) (Pf)(x) = (»-" J eixM*, 0f(0 dt

Here /(£) = j e~zx'^f(x) dx denotes the Fourier transform. Condition (4.2) implies

that P extends uniquely to a bounded operator on )l (cf. Proposition A.3). Lo-

calizing operators are obtained by restricting the support of p(x, £). We first give

results for operators similar to P\\. Let q± G G°°(R2n) satisfy (4.2), and assume

for some a, v > 0,

(4.4) supp<7±(x, 0 C {(x, 01 ± x • J > tr\x\ |£|, |£| > v}.

The associated bounded operators are denoted Q±.

The following two lemmas are needed to prove localization results. Lemma 4.1

is well known [19, 20]. Lemma 4.2 will be proved in the appendix.

LEMMA 4.1. (i) For s G R andl > 1 an integer, the operator {x)s(H+i)~l(x)~s

is bounded on M.

(ii) For an integer I > 1 and 0 < s < 21, the operators (x)~s(H + i)~lp~s and

p~s(H + i)~l(x)~3 are bounded on M.

LEMMA 4.2. (i) For s > 0, the operators (x)sQ±ps and psQ±(x)s are bounded

on M.

(ii) For si,s2 > 0, the operators (x)SlQ±P%p-S2 and p-S2P^Q±(x)Si are

bounded on )i.

THEOREM 4.3. Let H and Q± be the operators defined above. Let J - (a, b)

with 0 < a < b < oo, and let I > 1 be an integer. The following estimates hold for

R(z) = (H - z)~x for all z with Rez G J, lmz > 0:
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(i) [[{x)-sR(z)l(x)-a\\ <cfors>l- (1/2).

(ii) \\(xy-iQ-R(z)i(x)-s\\ <cand\\(x)-sR(z)lQ+{x)s-l[[ < c for s >l- (1/2).

(iii) \\(x)SiQ-R(z)lQ+(x)S2\\ < c for sus2e R.

The estimates (i), (ii) and (iii) hold for z with Rez G J, lmz < 0, if Q+ and Q~
are interchanged.

PROOF. The result (i) was derived for / = 1 in [20]. Using Lemma 4.1(i) the

extension to / > 1 is straightforward. To prove (ii), consider first the Q_-estimate.

We assume Rez £ J and Imz > 0 in the following computations. The first resolvent

equation gives

72(2) = (z + i)R(-i)R(z) + R(-i).

Iterate to get

fc

(4.5) R(z) = (z + i)kR(-i)kR(z) + ^c3R(-iy.

i=i

To prove (ii), consider first / = 1. Using (4.5) we get

(x)a-lQ-R(z)(x)-s = (z + i)k(x)s~1Q-R(z)(H + i)-k{xrs

fc

+ 1£cJ(xy-lQ-(H + i)-i(x)-s.

j=i

The sum above is a bounded operator by Lemma 4.1(i) if we note that (x)sQ~ (x)~s

is bounded (see the Appendix). For the first term, assume 1/2 < s < 1, and take

k = 2:

(x)s-1Q-R(z)(H + i)-2(x)-s

= ((x)a-lQ-(H + i)-1p3-1)(p1-sP}lR(z)ps)(p-a(H + i)-1 <*r)

+ ((xy-lQ-pXp-s)(psR(z)ps)(p-°(H + i)-2(x)-°).

The result (ii) for 1/2 < s < 1 now follows from Theorem 3.6 and Lemmas 4.1 and

4.2. If s > 1, choose an integer k > s. Then one has

(x)a-1Q-R(z)(H + i)-k(x)-s

= ((xy-1Q-ps-1)(p1-sPXR(z)ps)(p-3(H + i)-k(x)-°)

+ ((xy-lQ-pXP-s)(p3R(z)ps)(p-s(H + i)-k(x)-s).

The result now follows from Theorem 3.6 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. To prove (ii)

for / > 1, one takes the Ith power of (4.5) and proceeds by induction. Details are

omitted. The proof for Q+ is similar and is omitted.

To prove (iii), it suffices for a given / to consider si — s2 = s > I - 1/2:

(x)sQ-R(z)lQ+(xy

= (xyQ-(p-A+pX)R(z)l(p-A+pX)Q+(xy

= ((xyQ-ps)(p-sPA-R(z)lp°+l)(p-°-lPA-Q+(xy)

+ ((xyQ-PArp-s)(psR(z)lps)(p-sPA-Q+(xy)

+ ((xyQ-pa)(p-°pA-R(z)ip+P-n(psQ+(xy)

+ ((xyQ-p+p-s-l)(ps+lR(z)lp+P-s)(paQ+(xy).
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The result now follows from s > I- 1/2, Theorem 3.6 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.    □

It is possible to extend these results to Q^ with a larger support.   We shall

briefly sketch an extension of Theorem 4.3(h). We assume p± G G°°(R2n) satisfy

(4.2) and for some v > 0, -1 < o < 1:

(4.6) supp(p±) C {(x, 01 ICI > v, ±x ■ | > a},

where x = x/\x\. Operators P± are defined using (4.3).

The following lemma plays an essential role in [9]. A proof is given in the Ap-

pendix. Let B°°([0, co)) denote the G°°-functions on [0,co) with bounded deriva-

tives.

LEMMA 4.4. LetO < a < b < co, 70 = (a,b). Letcp£ S°°([0,co)) be a function

which vanishes in a neighborhood of Iq- Let I > 1 and s G R.  Then

(xy<p(Ho)R(z)l(x)-s

extends to a bounded operator on H, with norm uniformly bounded in z for Re z G 7o,

Imz^O.

This lemma is important because it allows us to localize in kinetic energy in

proving the propagation estimates.

THEOREM 4.5. Let P± be operators with symbols satisfying (4.6). Let J =

(a,b), 0 < a < b < co, and I > 1 an integer. For s > I — 1/2 we have

||(x)a-;p-72(2)'(x)-s|| < c, ||(2)-s72(2)'P+(x)s-/|| < c

for all z with Rez £ J, Imz > 0.

PROOF. We shall only outline the proof. A result due to Mourre [16] plays an

essential role. Let cp £ Go°(0, co) satisfy cj)(X) = 1 for A G J$ = (a — 6,b + S) (S

sufficiently small). Then

(x)a-lp-R(z)l(x)-s = (xy-lP'(l - cp(Ho))R(z)l(x)-s

+ (xy-lp-cp(Ho)R(z)l(x)-a.

The first term is bounded on M with norm uniformly bounded in z, Rez £ J,

Im 2 ^ 0, by Lemma 4.4. The second term requires a decomposition of the symbol

of P~cp(Ho). Mimicking [16] we can get

N

p-(*,0<£(£2) = £>(*,£)
3=1

such that for each j and E £ J there exists a vector aj £ Rn with the property

that Aaj — A + aj -x is conjugate to 77 at E £ J, and Lemma 4.2 holds for Qj, Aa .

Thus we can repeat the proof of Theorem 4.3 to get (x)s~lQjR(z)1 (x)~s bounded

with norm uniformly bounded in z, Rez £ (E — 8,E + S), lmz > 0. The proof is

now completed by a covering argument.      □

REMARK 4.6. The result (iii) in Theorem 4.3 can be extended to P± with

symbols satisfying (4.6) and the additional condition

inf dist   supp(p_(z, 0),supp(p+(x, 0)    > 0.
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This result was first obtained for / = 1 in [9], using a different method.

REMARK 4.7. The results of Theorem 4.3 lead to propagation estimates similar

to those in Theorem 3.10. Since the results are quite similar, they will not be stated

in detail.

REMARK 4.8. (i) If one assumes \d%V(x)\ < ca(l + |x|)-e_|a| for |a| < N, then

one obtains estimates for R(z)1 for I < N — 1 (N an integer) (see [11] for precise

statements of related results).

(ii) One can also obtain resolvent estimates which are valid for Re2 G [a, oo),

a > 0 with a decay (Rez)~(1/2^ of the norm. This result requires construction of a

different 4 (see [3] for results in this direction). Results for Re 2 G [a, co) were also

obtained in [8, 9].

Appendix. In this Appendix we recall some well-known results on pseudo-

differential operators and use these to prove Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4.

DEFINITION A.l. Let p,m £ R. Sm(p) denotes the functions p £ G°°(R2")

which satisfy

\d^p(x,o\<ca0(xy-^(om-l!}l

for all multi-indices a, (3, and all (x, 0 £ R2n-

The functions p G Sm(p) are the symbols of a class of pseudo-differential op-

erators on R™. This class was first used for Schrodinger operators by Agmon [1].

Much more general symbols have been considered by Hormander [7], and all the

general results on pseudo-differential operators used here can be obtained from [7,

22].
The operator associated to p £ Sm(p) is given for / G S(Rn) by

(Pf)(x) = (2n)-njeixMx,0f(0dC

P is continuous on S(R") and by duality on S'(R") (strong topology). The class

of operators with symbols in Sm(p) is denoted OPSm(p). For P £ OPSm(p), its

symbol is denoted o(P). The following properties of this class of Vdo's are needed

below.

PROPOSITION A.2.   Let Pj G OPSm'(pj), j = 1,2.  Then

P1P2£OPSmi+m2(p1+p2),

and the symbol of PXP2 has the asymptotic expansion

a(PlP2) =    £    ̂ 4-^Pl(x,0^P2(x,0+'-N(x,0
\a\<N

for anyN>0 with rN G Smi+m'-N(fi1 +p2-N).

PROPOSITION A.3. Let P G OPSm(p) with m,p < 0. Then P extends to a

bounded operator on L2(Rn).

The following subsets of Sm(p) are used in the proofs of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4.

DEFINITION  A.4.   S±(p) denotes p G Sm(p) such that there exist cr,v > 0

(depending on p) with

SUpp(p)C{(a;,0||^|>«,±X-|><T}.

As in §4, we let 4 = (2i)~l(x ■ V + V ■ x), A £ OPSl(l), and o(A) = a(x, 0 =

x ■ c; — in/2.
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LEMMA A. 5. Let Q~ G OPS° (0), and let 7 be a multi-index. There exist P~ G

OPS° (0), j = 0,1,..., I7I, such that

hi
xiQ- = Y,PiAK

j=o

A similar result holds in the +-case.

PROOF. The proof is straightforward application of the symbol calculus. For the

sake of completeness, the proof is outlined. Let cp £ Go°(Rn) satisfy 0 < cp(x) < 1,

cp(x) = 1 for |x| < 1, cp(x) = 0 for |x| > 2. x^Q~ = x'1cp(x)Q~ + x~i(l - <p(x))Q-.

The first term belongs to OPS^(0). Thus we can assume that the symbol q of Q~

has support in

M = {(x,{)\-x-Z><r,\Z\>v,\x\>l}.

The result is proved first for | —y| = 1. Let u(x, 0 = (1 - x ■ 0_1 ■ %j for (x, 0 e M.

Elementary computations show

|^r3fu(x,OI<C^(x)-|Ql(0-1-|/31

for all a,f3 and all (x, 0 G M. Let p(x, 0 = q(x, 0U(X, 0- Then p £ 5rX(0). Let
P be the associated operator. Proposition A.2 shows

n

a(-PA) = -p(x, Oa(x, 0 + J2 ̂ 3diMx' 0 + r2& 0
j=i

= x3q(x, 0 + < ((in/2) - l)p(x, 0 + Y1 i^tA*' 0 + r2(x> 0 J •

The terms in {■ • ■} belong to 5°(0). From this equation the result follows for

I7I = 1. The general result follows by iteration.    □

PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2(i). For integer s the result follows from Lemma A.5.

The general result follows using interpolation.    □

(ii) Consider first (x)SlQ~PA p~S2. It suffices to prove boundedness for sx = 0

by Lemma A.5. We use the Mellin transform to diagonalize 4. A stationary phase

argument then shows that Q~P\p~S2 is bounded (see [18] for related results). A

direct proof using the calculus of V'do is difficult due to the presence of PA . The

remaining cases are treated similarly.    □

PROOF OF LEMMA 4.4. The proof is based on an idea in [9] and is included

here for the sake of completeness. Let A denote the functions in S°°([0, co)) which

vanish on a neighborhood of [a, b]. Let I = {z[Re z £ (a, b), Im z ^ 0}. It is obvious

from Propositions A.2 and A.3 that the result holds for flo(2) = (770 - 2)_1. Let

L2 = {/ G L,2oc(Rn)|(x)s/ G L2(Rn)} denote the weighted L2-space. For cp £ A,

Proposition A.3 implies

4»(77o)flo(2)V(l - <A(770)) = Xi,(Ho)

for some rp £ A, where X maps L2 into L2+£ for any s G R, with norm uniformly

bounded in z £ I. Let s > 1/2 and u £ L2. Then R(z)u £ L2_s with norm

uniformly bounded in z £ I (see Theorem 4.3(i)). We have

<P(H0)R(z)u = cP(H0)R0(z)u + XrP(H0)R(z)u + cP(H0)Ro(z)VcP(Ho)R{z)u
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and thus for any cp £ A, cp(Ho)R(z)u £ L2nin,s+£ ay The result now follows for

s > 1/2 by a finite number of iterations. The same result holds for R(z)cp(Ho) for

s > 1/2, and hence by duality the result holds for s < -1/2 for cp(Ho)R(z). The

general case follows by interpolation. For / > 1 we proceed by induction. Details

are omitted.    □
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